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In Baby Dance, a father calms his child by singing to and dancing with her, 
modeling a powerful and loving way that adults can verbally engage with 
children too young to talk. Baby Dance also shows that people use language 
for different reasons---in this case, as a simple and effective way to soothe an 
upset child.  

Activity Ideas for Baby Dance: 

• Sing the words of the book to the tune of the lullaby “Hush Little Baby.” When the 
book says, “baby,” add a child’s name instead. Singing instead of reading, and 
using a child’s name, are ways to increase children’s interest in a book. The more 
enjoyable the reading experience is, the more books children will want to listen to, 
and the more books they listen to, the more early literacy skills they will learn. 

• Turn on any music you like and dance together. Give the children scarves or ribbons 
to hold. Have the children move their bodies and their ribbons or scarves to the 
music. Show children how to hold scarves or ribbons between their fingers and 
thumbs. This will strengthen their “pincer grip,” which they will use to hold pencils 
and crayons steady when they write. 

• Look in a mirror together with a child, or hold a baby close and look into their eyes, 
just like the father in Baby Dance makes eye contact with his child. When babies feel 
warm and secure they are better able to pay attention and learn. Talk about what 
you see; for example, say, “Where is your nose?” “I see your nose!” “Where is your 
chin?” “Here is your chin!” This will give babies opportunities to start to learn how 
language works. 

• Read or sing the words in Baby Dance and perform the actions with the children. 
Share other rhymes that can be acted out such as “The Itsy Bitsy Spider” or “Where 
Is Thumbkin?” Paying attention in order to match actions to words helps children 
develop comprehension and listening skills.

The CLEL Bell Picture Book Awards are given to books that provide excellent support 
of early literacy development in young children. For more information 

and for other activity sheets, visit http://www.clel.org and select the CLEL Bell Awards tab. 
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